February 1st, 2019, 12-3pm

12:00pm - In-person events: Casual Networking
   Online: Welcome Video with local Minnesota music!

12:15 - Opening Remarks
   ~ Summit Coordinator, Peter Levin
   ~ Institute on the Environment Director, Jessica Hellman

12:30 - Teaching Sustainability Across the Disciplines
   Five University of Minnesota educators will present about how they teach sustainability in their discipline. Their work is supported by a fellowship opportunity at the Institute on the Environment. Each presentation will be followed by a live Question & Answer for the Educator
   - Art for Social Justice: Environmental Justice by Linda Buturian
     Q&A with Dr. Linda Buturian, Curriculum and Instruction, Twin Cities
   - Green Chemistry, by Jane Wissinger
     Q&A with Dr. Lee Penn will be answering questions
   - Teaching for Sustainable Lifestyles by Katy Chapman
     Q&A with Dr. Katy Chapman, Sustainability, Crookston
   - Renewable Energies Experiential Education by Paul Imbertson
     Q&A with Dr. Paul Imbertson, Engineering, Twin Cities
   - Art & Science: Education for Social Justice by David Syring
     Q&A with Dr. David Syring, Anthropology, Duluth

1:45 - Intermission with interactive online polls

2:00 - Campus Visits: Place-based Education
   University of Minnesota campuses located in Duluth, Morris, Crookston, and the Twin
Cities have prepared video presentations displaying how they use their campus and relation with land to teach sustainability.

2:30 - In-person: Closing discussion and activities  
   Online: Flipgrid community discussion

3:00 - Summit concludes